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tion including free expression and motivation" ls their level
of art ability was definitely raised. Unfavorable home con-
ditions, lack of proper art materials, lack of incentive to
draw well, and lack of sensitivity to elements of artistic
quality are important causes of retardation in artistic achieve-
ment.
IMPROVING    LANGUAGE    ABILITIES
Dramatization gives training in speech and is still enjoyed
in this period. Plays written by the children themselves are
especially valuable in promoting vivid and forceful speech.
One finished dramatic production probably has less educa-
tional value than five or ten less elaborate productions.
But the main means of improving children's speech, as has
already been stated, is through the everyday conversation
which social life demands and which is a natural part of all
interesting and valuable activities in wrhich children engage.
Learning to Read More Efficiently. — Suggestions for in-
struction in reading have already been given in the previous
chapter. Without doubt this age period is a crucial time in
perfecting the skills already acquired and for developing
higher levels of reading ability. Certain fundamental skills
of accurate visual perception of the printed symbols as
thought units, the habits of moving the eyes rhythmically
and speedily from left to right across the line, and of making
an accurate return sweep back to the next line, should be
well established by the fourth grade. Instruction in reading,
however, must be continued, so that improvement in the
mechanics of reading may develop with need for understand-
ing and continued growth in power of comprehension.
The following suggestions are, perhaps, the most impor-
tant points for teachers to keep in mind in helping pupils
above the primary grades to make progress in reading:
1. Begin instruction at the child's present level of proficiency.
Do not force him into too difficult material beyond his
thinking level and his reading skill. The coefficients of
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